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Abstract
In [5], we have given a straightforward distributed implementation of the Kanellakis-
Smolka ’naive’ algorithm for reducing labeled transition systems modulo strong
bisimulation. The algorithm proceeds by partition reﬁnement, that is by comput-
ing increasingly ﬁne-grained partitions of the set of states. In this paper we present
an optimized distributed implementation, in which the reﬁnements are no longer
entirely recomputed in every iteration, but they are computed incrementally. A
second signiﬁcant improvement is the overlap between communication and com-
putation, that results in a better use of both memory and processing power. We
discuss these optimizations and show experimental results.
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1 Introduction
There is a lot of interest in building distributed model checking tools (e.g. [10],
[6], [13], [2], [12], [19], [1]), both symbolic and enumerative. The enumerative
tools explicitly compute the states and transitions of the state space and
can be sub-divided into on-the-ﬂy and full-generation tools. An on-the-ﬂy
tool will compute the transitions of a state on demand, while it is checking
a property. A full-generation tool will ﬁrst compute the whole state space
and only then start checking the property. The main advantage of on-the-
ﬂy tools is that if the property can be proved or dis-proved exploring only a
small part of the state-space, the unnecessary generation of the rest of the
state space is avoided. However, if proving a property requires visiting the
whole state space then full-generation tools have an important advantage:
after generating a state space it can be reduced modulo an equivalence, such
as strong bisimulation, which preserves the properties to be checked. Such a
reduction can considerably reduce the size of the state space that needs to be
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veriﬁed. This is particularly important in cases where the original state space
is too big to be veriﬁed on a single machine. Which is precisely what happened
in two recent case studies with the µCRL toolset. Both in a case study about
a cache coherence protocol [16] and in one about JavaSpaces [20], veriﬁcation
on a single machine was possible for the reduced state space only. Moreover,
state space reduction could only be performed using the distributed tool.
Like the Kanellakis-Smolka [11] and Paige-Tarjan [15] solutions, our al-
gorithms are based on partition reﬁnement. The computed reﬁnements are
precisely the reﬁnements computed by the “naive” reduction algorithm men-
tioned by Kanellakis and Smolka. That is, in the initial partition all states
are in the same block and in every reﬁnement step the next partition dis-
tinguishes everything that can be distinguished with respect to the previous
partition. This is diﬀerent from the Kanellakis-Smolka and Paige-Tarjan al-
gorithms, which in each iteration will select two blocks and a label and then
reﬁne the ﬁrst block with respect to possible transitions to the second block,
having the selected label.
In our implementations, a unique ID (an integer) is assigned to each block
and partitions are represented as arrays of IDs. The signature of a state x
with respect to a partition is a set of pairs of labels and IDs, such that a pair
(a, id) is in the set if and only if there is a transition with the label a from
the state x to another state belonging to the block with the ID id. Two states
are distinguishable with respect to a partition if they have diﬀerent signatures
with respect to that partition.
The straightforward implementation [5] computes the signatures of all
states in every iteration and randomly assigns IDs to each signature. It ter-
minates if the number of signatures becomes stable.
The optimized implementation, presented in this paper, doesn’t recompute
the signatures on each iteration. Instead, it modiﬁes the old signatures. While
this recomputation goes on, the states with modiﬁed signatures are marked.
Next, we assign new IDs to the signatures of marked states as follows: if some
of the states in a block are unmarked then the signatures of the marked states
all get new IDs; if all states in a block are marked then the old ID is reused
for the signature which occurs most often and new IDs are assigned to the
others. The algorithm terminates if there are no more changes. By assigning
the old ID to the most often occurring signature, we minimize the number of
signatures which must be recomputed in the next iteration. Note that this is
similar to the strategy used in the Paige-Tarjan algorithm, which always splits
with respect to the smallest block.
Related work. Kanellakis-Smolka [11] and Paige-Tarjan [15] are the
most well-known and used sequential algorithms for bisimilarity reduction
and bisimilarity checking. Also parallel versions have been proposed [22],
[17], with time complexity O (N 1+) using M
N
CREW PRAM processors (for
any ﬁxed  < 1), and O (N log N) with O (M
N
) CREW PRAM processors,
respectively. These algorithms are designed for shared memory machines and
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they are diﬃcult to translate eﬃciently to a distributed memory setting. It
would however be interesting to see how they work on a virtual shared memory.
We expect that the latency of the shared memory simulation would seriously
aﬀect their performance.
Our aim is tools for clusters of workstations, since this is the most com-
mon and cheap architecture able to oﬀer the memory and processing power
required by model checking industrial applications. Hence, we are looking for
message-passing algorithms that could handle very large problem instances on
a comparatively small number of processors and that would work well for the
speciﬁc type of labeled transition systems representing state spaces.
The next section introduces some deﬁnitions and formalizes the problems of
interest. In section 3 the optimization of the naive algorithm by using a mark-
ing procedure is discussed and it is justiﬁed that the (sequential) algorithm
thus obtained is still correct. Then, in section 4, the distributed implementa-
tion of this new optimized algorithm is brieﬂy explained. Some performance
data is presented in section 5 and some concluding remarks in section 6.
2 Bisimilarity checking, bisimulation minimization and
the Relational Coarsest Partition Problem
Let Act be a ﬁxed set of labels, representing actions. A labeled transition
system (LTS) is a triple (S, T, s0) consisting of a set of states S, a set of
transitions T ⊆ S×Act×S and an initial state s0 ∈ S. When T is understood,
we will use the notation p a−→ q for (p, a, q) ∈ T .
Definition 2.1 (strong bisimulation)
Let (S, T, s0) be an LTS. A binary relation R ⊆ S×S is a strong bisimulation
if for all p, q ∈ S such that p R q:
• if p a−→ p′ then ∃q′ ∈ S : q a−→ q′ ∧ p′ R q′ and
• if q a−→ q′ then ∃p′ ∈ S : p a−→ p′ ∧ p′ R q′
If a strong bisimulation R exists, such that p R q, then we say that p and q are
bisimilar states. (S1, T 1, s1) and (S2, T 2, s2), with S1 ∩ S2 = ∅, are bisimilar
labeled transition systems if their initial states s1 and s2 are bisimilar in the
compound LTS (S1 ∪ S2, T 1 ∪ T 2, s1).
The problem that we focus on, bisimulation minimization, is to ﬁnd the
equivalence classes of the largest strong bisimulation on the states of a given
LTS. Or, in other words, given an LTS, ﬁnd the LTS that is strongly bisim-
ilar to it and has the minimal number of states.
A related problem is that of bisimilarity checking: given an LTS S =
(S, T, s0) and two states p, q ∈ S, decide whether p and q are strongly bisim-
ilar. This problem reduces to the minimization problem, since it suﬃces to
check whether p and q are in the same equivalence class of the largest bisim-
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ulation relation deﬁnable on the states of S. The way of deciding whether
two transition systems represent the same behavior is to apply a bisimulation
minimization algorithm to the compound LTS (S1 ∪ S2, T 1 ∪ T 2, s1) and see
whether s1 and s2 end up in the same class.
The bisimilarity minimization problem is equivalent to the relational coars-
est partition problem. For an LTS (S, T, s0), a partition of the elements of S
is a set of disjoint blocks {Bi | i ∈ I} s.t. ∪i∈IBi = S. An equivalence relation
can be represented as a partition with a block for every equivalence class. The
relational coarsest partition problem is to ﬁnd, for a given LTS and a given
initial partition π0 of S, a partition π s.t.:
- π is a reﬁnement of π0
- ∀p, q ∈ B ∈ π : ∀a ∈ Act : ∀B′ ∈ π :
∃p′ ∈ B′ : (p, a, p′) ∈ T ⇐⇒ ∃q′ ∈ B′ (q, a, q′) ∈ T
- π has the fewest blocks.
(A partition π′ is a reﬁnement of π if every block of π′ is contained in a block
of π: ∀C ∈ π′ : ∃B ∈ π : C ⊆ B).
The algorithm discussed in this paper solves the bisimulation minimization
problem by solving the Relational Coarsest Partition Problem with π0 = {S}.
3 The optimized algorithm
In [5], an algorithm is presented that uses the set of all outgoing transitions
(signatures) as criteria to distinguish states, as opposed to theoretically more
eﬃcient algorithms that reason in terms of blocks. The signature of a node s
with respect to a partition π is the set of s’s outgoing transitions to blocks of
π:
sigπ(s) = {(a,B) | s a−→ s′ and s′ ∈ B ∈ π}
Two states are distinguishable with respect to a partition if and only if they
have diﬀerent signatures with respect to that partition. A partition π is called
stable if every two members of every block in that partition are undistinguish-
able, i.e. have the same signature with respect to π.
While performing successive reﬁnements, the signature-based bisimulation
minimization algorithm keeps the states with the same signature in the same
block. The correctness of this method follows from two facts. First, a stable
partition is a bisimulation relation (states are equivalent if they are in the
same block). Second, bisimilar states have the same signature with respect to
every computed reﬁnement. Hence, the computed bisimulation relation is the
coarsest one.
We indicate the current partition by a function ID : S −→ Nat that assigns
block identiﬁers to states. The naive algorithm proceeds roughly as follows (E
is the number of equivalence classes in the current partition, oE is the number
of equivalence classes in the previous partition):
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E := 1; c(0) := |S|; for all x ∈ S ID(x) := 0 , sig(x) = ∅;
U := S;
while U = ∅
for all x ∈ U sig(x) := {(a, ID(y)) | x a−→ y};
Reusable := {i | 0 ≤ i < E ∧ c(i) = |U ∩ {x | ID(x) = i}|}
ST := ∅; νU := ∅;
for all x ∈ U
oid := ID(x);
if (sig(x), i) ∈ ST
then ID(x) := i
else if ID(x) /∈ Reusable
then c(E) := 0; ID(x) := E;E := E+ 1;
else Reusable := Reusable− {ID(x)};
ST := ST ∪ {(sig(x), ID(x))};
if oid = ID(x)
then
νU := νU ∪ {y ∈ S | y a−→ x}
c(oid) := c(oid)− 1; c(ID(x)) := c(ID(x)) + 1;
U := νU ;
for all x ∈ S IDf (x) := ID(x);
Figure 1. ( OSBR ) The optimized algorithm
∀x ∈ S ID(x) := 0; E := 1; oE := 0;
while E = oE
∀x compute sig(x)
assign new IDs to states, s.t.ID(x) = ID(y) ⇐⇒ sig(x) = sig(y)
oE := E;E := no. of new IDs used
In this scheme, all signatures are recomputed in every iteration, which can
be an unnecessary and costly eﬀort in the case of large input LTSs with a
structure that needs a lot of iterations to stabilize and where very few partition
blocks can be split per iteration (very few signatures actually change).
The main idea of our new “optimized” approach is to mark, in every iter-
ation, those states that might have suﬀered a signature change, i.e. the states
that have an outgoing transition to a state whose ID changed in the current
iteration. In the next iteration, only the signatures of the marked states need
to be recomputed. We will refer to the marked states as unstable. Note that,
unlike other algorithms, that mark whole blocks as unstable, we insist on rea-
soning about unstable states and not requesting that the states belonging to
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the same block should be easily retrievable. Extra attention has to be paid
to ensure the correctness of the splitting procedure, but it pays oﬀ, since the
ability to work directly on states provides parallel/distributed workers with a
high(er) degree of independence.
The optimized algorithm is presented in Figure 1 and uses the following
notations and data structures:
- U , νU - the unstable states set for the current and the next iteration, re-
spectively
- E - the number of blocks in the current partition. Throughout the al-
gorithm, the invariant is kept that the blocks of the current partition are
numbered {0 . . .E− 1}.
- c : {0 . . .E− 1} −→ Nat - the number of states in each block
- Reusable - the set of block identiﬁers that can be reused in the next it-
eration, since all the states belonging to those blocks are marked unstable.
These identiﬁers should be reused in order to preserve the above mentioned
invariant. Moreover, the identiﬁer of every block should be reused for one of
its own sub-blocks, to ensure termination of the iterations series.
- ST - a signatures hashtable used to map the signatures of the current iter-
ation to new IDs (the block identiﬁers of the next iteration).
IDf is the ﬁnal partition, the blocks of which represent the states of the
minimized LTS. The termination and correctness of OSBR follow from a few
simple properties listed below.
Lemma 3.1 Let Un, sign, IDn, En denote the unstable states set, the signa-
tures mapping, the ID mapping, and the number of equivalence classes at the
beginning of the n-th iteration of the optimized algorithm – the count starts at
0. The following properties hold:
(i) ∀n > 0 : ∀x, y ∈ S : if sign−1(x) = sign−1(y) then sign(x) = sign(y)
(ii) ∀n > 0 : ∀x, y ∈ S : IDn(x) = IDn(y) ⇐⇒ sign−1(x) = sign−1(y)
(iii) ∀n > 0 : ∀x ∈ S : , IDn(x) ≥ IDn−1(x)
(iv) ∀n > 0 : ∀x ∈ S \ Un−1 : IDn(x) = IDn−1(x)
(v) ∀n > 0 : ∀x ∈ S : ∃y ∈ S : IDn−1(x) = IDn−1(y) = IDn(y)
(vi) Un = ∅ ⇐⇒ En = En−1.
4 The distributed implementation
4.1 Framework, assumptions
Our target architecture is a cluster whose nodes are connected by a high
bandwidth network (Distributed Memory Machine). We assume that both
the nodes and the network are reliable (no nodes failure, no message loss) and
that the order of messages between nodes is preserved. Processes communi-
cate by executing send and receive operations.
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SEGMENT MANAGER i
1 νU i := ∅
2 for all x ∈ Ui
compute sig(x)
send SS (ID(x))
newsig : ID(x), sig(x), x 
3 loop
receive a message
case  newid : x, i 
for all y : (y, a, x) ∈ Ini
send SM (y)
update : y, a, ID(x), i 
ID(x) := i
case  update : x, a, oid, i 
Outi := Outi − (x, a, oid) + (x, a, i)
νU i := νU i ∪ {x}
SIGNATURES SERVER i
1 STi := ∅;
2 loop
receive  newsig : oid, s, x 
if (oid, s, Lx) ∈ STi
then Lx := Lx+ [x]
else STi := STi ∪ {(oid, s, [x])}
Reusablei := {oid ∈ IDSi |
c(oid) =
∑
(oid,s,Lx)∈STi
|Lx|}
2′ decide on νIDSi
3 for all (oid, s, Lx) ∈ STi
if oid /∈ Reusablei
then take id from νIDSi
else id := oid
for all x ∈ Lx
send SM (x)  newid : x, id 
4 re-balance c , νIDS
Figure 2. ( ODBR ) A distributed iteration
send destination-process message is non-blocking, receive message is block-
ing. We assume that messages with the same source and destination keep
their order. A message is a structure with a tag ﬁeld (newsig, newid, update
etc.) and data whose meaning depends on the tag.
The input of our algorithm is an LTS (S, T, s0) with N states and M
transitions, and it has bounded fanout, which is a reasonable assumption for
state spaces. An important hypothesis is that the input size (given by N
and M) is much bigger than the number of processors available. That is what
makes our framework diﬀerent from other parallel implementations that assign
a processor for each state and each transition.
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4.2 Description
There are W workers, each consisting of two threads: a segment manager,
that maintains a part (a segment) of the LTS and computes the signatures
of the unstable states, and a signatures server, that maintains a part of the
signature table ST and computes the new IDs. The data structures occurring
in Figure 1 get distributed as follows:
• worker i, actually the segment manager i, is responsible for a subset Si of S.
Si ∩ Sj = ∅,∀i = j and
⋃
i Si = S. The function SM : S −→ {0 . . .W − 1}
maps every state to its base segment manager.
• transition set T generates for every segment manager i the sets
Ini = {(x, a, y) | y ∈ Si ∧ x a−→ y}
Outi = {(x, a, ID(y)) | x ∈ Si ∧ x a−→ y},
where ID identiﬁes the current partition.
• the unstable states sets U , νU are maintained by managers in the form of
Ui = U ∩ Si and νU i = νU ∩ Si, respectively.
• the set of block identiﬁers {0 . . .E − 1} gets divided into the disjoint sets
IDS0 . . . IDSW−1 and distributed to the W signatures servers by a mapping
SS . Server j also maintains the part of the counts array c and of the
signature table ST corresponding to IDSj:
STi = {(oid, s, Lx) | SS (oid) = i ∧ Lx = [x ∈ S | ID(x) = oid ∧ sig(x) = s]}
Here Lx is the list of all unstable states that have s as signature. Lx is nec-
essary because unlike in the sequential implementation, in the distributed it
is not possible to generate the new ID at the moment of signature insertion.
The distributed algorithm consists, like the sequential, of a series of itera-
tions. In between iterations, workers synchronize in order to decide whether
the ﬁnal partition has been reached. The computation inside an iteration is
asynchronous and directed only by messages, as sketched in Figure 2. There
are ﬁve phases distinguishable within an iteration:
- managers compute the signatures of the unstable states and send them
(newsig) to the appropriate servers
- servers receive the signatures (newsig) and insert them in their local ST
- servers compute new IDs for the unstable states and send them (newid)
back to the managers
- managers receive the new IDs for their unstable states (newid) and send
messages to the parent states of the own states that changed the ID (update)
- managers receive and process the update messages (update)
Due to the division of tasks between managers and servers, the ﬁrst and the
second phase happen in parallel (step 2 in Figure 2). Also the last three (step
3) are overlapped. The overlapping limits the amount of CPU idle time, by
allowing computation and communication to proceed in parallel. For instance,
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the servers can already proceed with inserting signatures in the table while
managers prepare and send more signature messages. In the actual runs of
the program, a worker (manager + server) will use one processor.
The main advantage of overlapping the phases is memory gain: since the
consumers and producers of messages are active in the same time, the messages
don’t have to be stored. Thus, less memory is used.
4.3 Correctness argument
Lemma 4.1 The following properties hold for this distributed algorithm:
(i) in every iteration, the signatures of states in the same block are sent to
the same server
(ii) every time a block splits, one of the new blocks gets the old id
(iii) in every iteration, finitely many newsig and newid messages are generated
(iv) in every iteration, a received newid message generates finitely many update
messages.
(v) (∀n > 0) if IDnd is the state partition at the beginning of iteration n of
ODBR , and IDns is the state partition at the beginning of iteration n of
OSBR , then (∀x, y ∈ S) IDnd(x) = IDnd(y) ⇐⇒ IDns (x) = IDns (y)
The properties (i), (ii) ensure that the invariants from Lemma 3.1 are also
true in the distributed implementation ODBR . (iii),(iv) ensure that the com-
putation within an iteration terminates. The global termination is justiﬁed by
the one-to-one mapping between iterations in the sequential algorithm OSBR
and the iterations in the distributed implementation ODBR (v).
5 Experiments
We implemented both the sequential and the distributed versions of the op-
timized algorithm and compared their performance with the naive ones. The
experiments were done on an 8 node dual CPU PC cluster and an SGI Origin
2000. 4 The test set consists of state spaces generated by case studies carried
out with the µCRL toolset [4]. Problem sizes before and after reduction can
be found in Table 1. 1394-LL,1394-LE are models of the ﬁrewire link layer
[14] and of the ﬁrewire leader election protocol with 17 nodes [18]. CCP-2p3t
is a cache coherence protocol model with two processes and 3 threads [16]
and CCP is an older (and smaller) variant of it. lift5, lift6 are models of a
4 The cluster nodes are dual AMD Athlon MP 1600+ machines with 2G memory each,
running Linux and connected by gigabit ethernet. The Origin 2000 is a ccNUMA machine
with 32 CPUs and 64G of memory running IRIX, of which we used 16 MIPS R10k processors.
On the cluster, we used LAM/MPI 6.5 On the SGI, we used the native MPI implementation.
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Table 1
Problem sizes.
problem original minimized
states transitions disk space states transitions number of
(in 106) (106) (MB) (106) (106) iterations
CCP 0.21 0.68 15 0.077 0.24 66
1394-LL 0.37 0.64 15 0.034 0.076 73
lift5 2.2 8.7 101 0.032 0.14 86
CCP-2p3t 7.8 59 678 1.0 6.6 94
token ring 19.9 132 1513 8.4 51.1 6
lift6 33.9 165 1898 0.12 0.65 91
1394-LE 44.8 387 4430 1.1 7.7 51
Table 2
A comparison of sequential implementations.
problem naive optimized
time mem time mem
(s) (M) (s) (M)
CCP 21.3 20 4.5 18
1394-LL 6.2 14 3.3 21
lift5 64 123 43 214
CCP-2p3t 4363 968 779 1187
distributed lift system with 5 and 6 legs [9]. token ring is the model of a Token
Ring leader election for 4 stations 5 .
5.1 Sequential tools compared
In [5], the usefulness of the signature approach was proved, by analysis and
performance comparisons of the naive algorithm with existing tools. In order
to justify the good performance of the marking procedure, we ﬁrst present a
comparison between the naive and the optimized sequential implementations
(Table 2). The tests were run on one of the cluster machines. It is clear
from this table that the marking procedure (used for the optimized) can give
spectacular gains in time – see the numbers for both cache coherence protocols.
The sequential optimized implementation needs more memory than the naive,
since it keeps both the straight and the inverse transition systems. On the
other hand, the naive one consumes more memory for the hashtable – all
5 The original LOTOS model [8] was translated to µCRL by Judi Romijn and extended
from 3 to 4 stations.
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Table 3
A comparison of distributed implementations
problem d. naive – 16 CPUs d. opt – 16 CPUs
time mem time mem
(s) (M) (s) (M)
lift5 33 460 20 480
CCP-2p3t 550 4430 104 1658
token ring 120 10802 231 4508
lift6 702 5958 346 3834
1394-LE 555 15388 428 8737
signatures have to be inserted, while only some have to be considered by the
optimized implementation. Therefore, we expect that the optimized will be
less memory expensive than the naive when it comes to large examples. The
distributed implementation conﬁrms this idea.
5.2 Distributed tools compared
Table 3 shows a comparison of the naive and optimized distributed imple-
mentations on the cluster, for a number of large LTSs. The numbers listed
for the memory use represent the maximum total memory touched on all 8
workstations during a run.
The runs indicate that the optimized implementation outperforms the
naive one most of the time. The optimized is designed to perform better
when the partition reﬁnement series needs a large number of iterations to sta-
bilize, yet very few blocks split in every iteration. This is exactly the case
for the CCP state space. On the other hand, for state spaces like the Token
Ring protocol, where almost all blocks split in every iteration, and the whole
process ends in just a few rounds, the naive works faster, since it doesn’t waste
time on administration issues. In all larger examples though, the memory gain
is obvious – and for the bisimulation reduction problem, memory is a more
critical resource than time.
To test how the optimized distributed algorithm scales, we ran on the clus-
ter series of experiments using 1-8 machines (2-16 processors). Figure 3 shows
the runtimes (in seconds) needed to reduce lift6 and CCP-2p3t. Since lift6
is a real industrial case study with serious memory requirements, it couldn’t
be run single threaded on a cluster node or distributed on less than 3 nodes.
We see that for both distributed implementations and both case studies pre-
sented, the memory use scales well, i.e. the total memory needed on the
cluster is almost constant, regardless the number of machines used. Hence,
more machines available will mean less resources occupied on each machine.
On runtimes however, the naive implementation scales in a more pre-
dictable manner, while the optimized times don’t seem to scale up as nicely.
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This is partly due to the nondeterminism present in the optimized implemen-
tation – signatures can arrive at servers in any order, the order inﬂuences
the new IDs assignment to states, the new IDs determine how many unstable
states are there in the next iteration, thus how much time will that iteration
cost etc. It is also due to the possibly unbalanced distribution of signatures to
servers, which introduces unpredictable idle times. Last, there is some latency
due to the MPI implementation. We compared (Figure 4) the reduction of
lift5 on the cluster with the reduction on a shared memory machine that uses
its native MPI implementation. It appears that the optimized algorithm does
scale better on this other MPI.
6 Conclusions
We designed and implemented an optimized version of the algorithm described
in [5]. The optimized version uses a marking technique for incremental compu-
tation of partitions and it allows communication and computation to proceed
in parallel. The result is a distributed strong bisimulation reduction tool,
which outperforms its straight forward counterpart in memory use and in
most cases also in time.
The optimized algorithm doesn’t improve on the worst-case theoretical
complexity (O (MN+N2
W
), where M is the number of transitions and N the
number of states), since there exist input LTSs where all states will be marked
unstable, on every iteration. As the cost of marking is linear in the number of
transitions, the complexitiy doesn’t get worse either. In practice, the cost of
processing a state using marking is typically twice the cost without. Hence,
marking wins if on average less than 50% of the states are marked. On most
practical state spaces this condition holds and marking visibly improves the
performance.
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The gain in time comes from the more elaborated treatment of partition
reﬁning. The gain in memory use is the merit of two elements. First, the same
improved reﬁnement procedure makes sure that the hashtable accommodates
less signatures, thus consumes less memory. The second and more important
reason is that computation and communication are not separate phases any-
more, but they are interleaved, saving this way the memory needed for storing
intermediate results.
The concept of signature reﬁnement also works for other equivalences. For
example, we’ve got single threaded prototypes for reduction modulo branch-
ing bisimulation [21], weak bisimulation and safety equivalence as deﬁned in
[7]. (The latter is also known as τ ∗a equivalence.) For branching bisimulation
we’ve also got a distributed prototype. In the near future, we intend to work
on marking for the single threaded prototypes and on distributed implemen-
tations for the other equivalences.
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